
Coating Techniques for SEM and 
Microanalysis 

10.1. Introduction 

10 

Nearly all nonconductive specimens examined in the scanning electron 
n1icroscope or analyzed in an electron probe microanalyzer need to be 
coated with a thin film of conducting m~terial. This coating is necessary tg 
elin1inate or redu · · char e whicli buiias up rapidly in a 
nonconducting specimen when scanned by a b - ne 
Iron . . a an s ow examples of pronounceda -::n~-=m~inor 
charging as observed in the SEM. In the absence of a coating layer, 
nonconductive specimens examined at optimal instrumental parameters 
invariably exhibit charging phenomena which result in image distortion 
and thermal and radiation damage which can lead to a significant loss of 
material from the specimen. In extreme situations the specimen may 
acquire a sufficiently high ch~rge to decelerate the primary beam and the 
spec.ime.n may act as an electron mirror. Numerous alternatives to coating 
have been proposed and some of these will be discussed in this chapter. 
Much of what will be discussed is directed towards biological material and 
organic samples simply because these types of specimens are invariably 
poor conductors and more readily damaged by the electron beam than 
most inorganic n1aterials. However, it is safe to assume that the methods 
Which will be described for organic samples will be equally effective for 
nonconducting inorganic specimens. 

This chapter will concentrate on the practical aspects of some of the 
more commonly used vac.u.J.lrn, evaporation and sputter C..£_ating_ techniques 
Which are now stand~rd procedures in most eiectron microscope and 
analytical laboratories. It is not proposed to enter into a detailed discussion 
of the theoretical aspects of thin film technology, but those readers inter-
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Fl ure 10.1. Charging effects in the examination of i~sulators. _(a) Gross charging _effe~ 
a 

9 
· t'on of bare Teflon · beam · 30 keV. (b) Minor charging effects. The specimen 1 

unng exam1na 1 , - · · 
1 

h · f[ects 
carbon-coated glass scratched through the conducting layer. Note loca c arging e 
(circled) due to the exposure of bitre glass by the scratch. 
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ested in this aspect of the subject are referred to the book by Maissel and 
G)ang ( 1970). 

10.1.1. Specimen Characteristics 

10.1.1.1. Conductivity 

The single most important reason for coating is to increase the electri
cal conductivity of the sample. Materials of high resistivity, i.e., exceeding 
1_0

1

~ ~2:,!!1, will rapidly charge un~~..._,~!J.e incident beam and may develop a 
potential sufficient to cause a die'fPc'tfic breakdown in certain regions of the 
specimen. This leads to variations in the surface potential, giving rise to the 
complex image artifacts commonly referred to as "charging." These arti
facts are manifest as deflection of low-energy secondary electrons, in
creased emission of secondaries within the crevices of a rough specimen, 
periodic bursts of secondary electron emission, and deflection of the 
electron beam, all of which degrade the ,J;_e_w_lving power and analytical 
c.:apabilities of .!,he system by introducing \~rigmatism instabilities, undue 
brigh~ness, and

1

tii'fious;--~~y signals (Figure 10.2). This unde~irab1e situa
tion 1s frequently comifbh.ntled because many of the adhesives used to 
attach the specimen to the substrate. are themselves nonconductors and 
may prevent any electrical charge leaking away, even from cond.uctive 
samples. A suitable conducting path ma be established with s.flver or 
carbon paint. If one ts concerne on y about electrical con uc i · , a 

t11in layer of gold, silver, or copper will suffice to eliminate the problems 
associated with charging. Even though 1netallic samples are usually conduc
tive, there are situations \Vhere one may wish to examine nonconducting 
areas, e.g., inclusions, and in these cases it is necessary to apply a thin 
coating layer. The conductivity of the thin film should be sufficient to 
ensure that the specimen current is drained to ground without the develop
ment of a significant surface potential. 

10.1 .1 .2. Thermal Damage 

. Specimen heating is not usually a problem in most samples examined 
1
11 the SEM, because the. probe current is usually in the picoampere range. 

Although higher currents are frequently used for TV scanning, these are 
Un likely to seriously degrade the specimen. Thermal re potentially 
n1ore serious for cathodolum.inescence and x-r:ay microanalysis, for w ich 
~ ,obe Curren.ts are 1n the nanoampete anti even the microampere range. 

-

I I 
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Figure 10.2. Artiracts during examination in the SEM (a) Beam •~amag~ cautn~:i~~ 
the surfa·ce. of pollen from lpomoea purpurea. ~b) Lrn~ across rm~g_e ~e . o : es u/UJ!1 
· enerator. Wood fibers of @11erc11s ilex. (c}Charging ca:u51.ng.~mall fli:\:ks on uuage 0; A ~ . 

11 f. . 1. polle·n 'd) Charging call sing image shift o.n 1mage o(\ Lygodes1111a ,,,ra11d!flot ,uppocas an.1.1111 • , · . i ~ 
pollen. '@ 1 

· · I s~M ,. d to specimen movement and instaoil,, Excessive he~l1ng ill t 1e , c, can lea . . . - -
it and in extreme situations to breakdo,vn and destruct10~. The ph.en0ro.f_ 

y d "bed as "beam damage" is most certainly a. heating effect and is non escr1 • . · f , f 'the-
manif esl as blisters, cracks, and even holes in an~ on the sur aee o_ er 

· (F' 10 2a) In the electron probe mtc-roanalyzer the b1ga. 
specimen 1gure · · , . t · al fr plasti'cs 
b eain currents can cause a rapid loss of orgaru.c m_a en o~ .. ·. 0:. 
polymers, and biological samples and can. even result J.ll substantial elem.e 

tal loThsses. ca reduced by working. at 1ower beam curre~t~t-
enn.a . . . · th • ermai 

and using thin specimens ,vh1ch are in close contact w1. I ~? . . df-11 
conductor. ,5!~rnat1vely, ffie spec~e - . ~ be coated Wit) a,~ ill Im:__
-goed treat conductor such as copper, aluminum, silver, en-- go ·__,-
~ 

I 
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10.1.1.3. S~condary and Backscattered Electron Emission 

The thin lay.er of metal which is usually applied to an insulator to 
make it elec trically and thermally conductive is also the source of the bulk 
of the seco·ndary electrons. A 10-nin layer of metal such as gold would 
eertainly improve the coefficien secondary-electron emissio!l, 8, for an 
organic spe~en e~a!111n~d ~t low kilovoltage, ut ~ghj_ well ~inish 8 
for a ceraID1c conta1n1n.g s1gn1f1cant amounts of alk3fi~e[rth oxides. 

Bac~fia~y,red ele~trons have al~o bee~ used in co~jlJllc~ion _with sta'?-
dard cytdlol1ca) techmques to localrae regions of phys1ological 1nterest m 
biological tissue. Thus if' one has gone to considerable effort to obtain 
de osils of lead or silver at specifi<; sites in a piece of tissue it seems 
inappropnate fo mas e atomic-number co.ntrast t ese locations will give 
by covering them with a layer of heavy metal. The~pro_pria te tec~e 
would be lo apply a thin layer of a low-a tomic-number conductor such as 
car Q"gn ~ ljjs;Juioiild not s:im.rlficarrriy scatter the incident "beam, .allowing it 
to reach the specimen. 

- For lii - solution, low-loss scanrung electron microscopy where the 
image 1s dependent on the scattering of high-energy e ectrons from l e 
s.peeimen surf ace, it 1s necessary t-0 coat the Satnples with a thin layer of i 
heavy metal which. shows no ,structure at the 1-nm resolution level. Experi
n1enfal evidence suggests that the refractory metals such as tantalum or 
tungsten yield such a coating. 

10.1.1.4u ~ echan ical Stability 
~vi .lb_. 

Particu ate matter and fragile ·organic material are more f irmly held in 
position on the specimen stub after coa ting with a thin layer of earbonJo 
n1any cases it is possLb.Le..to-f)Ia;ce snch ma-ter-ial directly onto the 5.pec!men 
~pport ana stabilize it with a very thin layer of carbon applied from two 
~rect1on_s. This stmpie teclinique avoids the use of adhe5,ives, most of which 
are highly nonconductive. Metal coatings, particulary thos.e deposited by a 
sputtering process, are quite strong.and contri bute to the increased mechan
ical strength of othenvise fragile material. 

10.1.1.s. Uncoated Specimens 

Several methods can be use,d lo examine uncoated specimens in the 
~BM, including operation at low beam energy, incdrporating a second 
oe,4rn of electrons or ions to discharge the specimen, and exan1ining the 
8Pecin1en in the presence of water. 

Red\;lction of charging a t low accelerating voltages is due to the 
characteristics of electron emission from solids, as indicated in the follow-

• 
• 
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Figure 10.3. Total electron emission (backscatt.cred and secondary electrons) as a functien of 
beam incidence .energy £0 • £ 1 and £ 11 are the firs1 and second crossover points. 

-
ing arguments due to Oatley ( l 972). If the electron emission coeff,iei;ent, 
considering both backscattered primary electrons and secondary elecb-0.ns, 
is plotted as a function of beam incident energy, £ 0 , the relationship sli.0wn 
in Figure 10.3 results. For insulators, a region exists for which the ,nwnber 
of emitted electrons exceeds tl1e number of incident electrons, i.e:, o +'II 
> l. This region is defined by two values of the incident energy, E1 anl;LBn• 
for which o + 7J = 1; these values are referred to as the firsl _~nd ·s~an~ 
crossover poin~. E1_is of the order of several hundred electron volt:s and Bu 
ranges from l to 5 keV, depending on the material. If the incident h>e.l'Jll 
energy is less than £ 1, then o + 1J < I and fewer electrons. leave th:~ 
specimen than enter it, resulting in a buildup of negative• charge. rTihiS 
charge lowers the effective en.ergy of the incident beam, producing a furt}ler 
decrease in 8 + 71. This situation continues until the specjmen is cha1:g1W- te 
a sµfficient level to totally deflect the beam. If the beam energy is b,.etw~~ j 
E

1 
·and £

11
, then n1ore electrons leave the specimen than ente.r i,,1 i.e:, 

o + ''1 > l , This charges the specimen positively, and the positive el=iarge 
acts to decrease tbe -effective value of o, since the low-energy sec~n~ 
electrons are attracted back to the specimen. The effective value df ~ + _ 
becomes unity b~cause of these processes, an~ a ?ynamic equilibriu:in -~~ 
up with the emitted current equal t◊ the LDC1deut current at a s • · 
positive constant surface charge. Slight variations in the curve of Fi~re 
10 .. 3 at 'different places in the field of view are not significant, since tlf~ 
will result in slight differences in the equilibrium surface potential. ©pe!ab 
Lion with the E > Eri again results in negative surface charging, _wbf.e_5 1 

decreases the effective value of E, raising o + 7J until an equilibr1u1J1 
1 
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established with the effective E equal to E11 • Oatley ( 1972) points ouL Lbat 
r.his equilibriu1n is unsatisfactory, since En can vary significanlly about the 
surface, giving rise to large variatio.ns in the final surface potential from 
place to place. Slight leakage through surface conduction caJ1 greatly 
djsturb such a situation, producing complicated image behavior as a 
function of time. It is thus desirable to operate with E 1 <. E < En, which is 
often achieved with E .set to approximately I keV. Under such conditions, 
insulators can be e.xamined uncoated. However, SEM performance is 
usu~11ly significantly poorer at such low accelerating potentials, since source 
brightness is greatly decreased under such conditions. With an SEM 
equipped with a field emission gun, the high brightness can be utilized to 
obtain good image resolution even at _low beam energies (Welter and 
Coates, 1974 ). 

Low beam energy prohibits x-ray microanalysis, since the overvoltage 
is inade.quate except for x-rays of extremely low energies. To avoid this. 
limitation several authors have reported methods which utilize a second 
beatn of low-energy electrons or ions to discharge the sample during 
bombardment by the high-energy electron beam. Spivak et al. (1972) 
em~loyed a pulse_d p,eam of low-energy electrons to bombard the specimen 
during the scan line flybacks. The principle of the sample discharge is the 
same a_s t~al shown in Figure 10:3. Crawford (1979,), described a charge 
ne~trahzat10n method based on a low-energy beam of positive alkali ions 
wh1cJ1 a.re attracted to the sites of negative surface charges. 
. If the specimen contains water, it wiU have sufficient condµctivity to 

d1scha~ge. Considerable success has been obtained with examining and 
analyzu1g uncoated biological material at low termperatures (Echlin and 
Saubennann, 1977). In conditions where water is retained in the frozen 
s~a_te, so too are ions and e.lectrolytes (Echlin, 1978) which provide conduc
tivity. If speci1nens can be examined in an environmental cell, water can 
also be retai~ed in the liquid state to discharge the primary beam (Robin-
son and Rob.1nson, 1978). · 

10.1.2. Alternatives to Coating 

. One of the more useful techniques which has been devised is Lo 
~:creas~ ~he bu!~ conduc!ivity of the sa~p~e as distinct from the surf-ace 
itn. nductLv1tJ!. An 1ncr~as~ rn bulk_ conduct1v1t~,.,,iWay be achilrj:fd by _metal 

. pre&nat1on from f1xat1ve solutions of osm1~ and mangalfese with or 
Wtth · . · ' h ou~ the use of orgaruc metal ligands or mordants such as thiocarbo-
6draz,de, galloglucose, paraphenylenediamine, by exposing specimens to 
sa~04 vapor or by bulk staining the specimens after fixation with metallic 

0 
ts_. K.ubotsu and Veda ( I 980) have devised a useful modification to the 

sm1un1 h . b l . vapor tee n1que y a so exposing the sa1nple to hydr~ne· hydrate 
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vapors which result in the deposition of n1etallic osmium. The selative, 
merits of these methods are discussed in the recent review papers By 
Munger (1977) and Murphey (1978, 1980). , 

Alternatively, specimen charging may be reduced by spraying ,ar 
impregnating ,vith 01:ganic antistatic agents derived from polyamines,' i.e., 
Duron, Denki], or sodium alkyl-benzene sulfonate, soaking in conducting 
colloids of noble. metals or graphite, or covering the sample with a tplti 
( ~ J .0-20.0-nm) polymer fiJm such as Forn1var or styrene-vinylpyri~ine 

(Pease and Bauley, 1975). 
With the possible exception of the techniques which increase th_e lmlk 

conductivity of the sample, none of these methods gives anytlung Jike,. the 
resolution and information content which may be o.btained from properly 
coated samples. lndeed, these alternative methods have dimitiisheij in 
usefulness now that it has been shown (Panayi et al., 1977) that @ne oan 
adequately coat even the most delicate and thermally sensitive specimens in 
the sputter coater. Further, it can be argued that if a sample cannot survi.v.e 
the moderate vacuum found in a sputter coater it is unlikely to survive the 
high vacuum of an electron beam instrument. · . 

The techniques devised to increase bulk sample conductivity a;re use{ul 
especially when they are used in conjunction with coating technique~. Bull{ 
sample conductivity methods are frequently used in connection with; tb:e 
examination of fractUied surfaces of three-dimensional specin1ens:-w)lo)e 
internal morphology is being investigated. For example, th.e substructure @f 
fractured surfaces may be revealed oy ato1nic ·number contrast ftom 
osn1ium incorporation, rather than topographic contrast derived fr0m sur

face irregularities. 

10.1.3. Thin-Film Technology 

Thin films can be produced in a variety of ways (Maissel and Gl'l\:ll.g, 
1970), but of these methods. onl)'. thermal evaporation and s utteri , · re 
useful for coating specimens fo_i.SE .. and x,:ra . 1croanalysis. l ~ disctiss
ing thesemethods below, it is important to consider the properµes of ~e 
ideal film. SIJ&h. a film should not exhibit a.py structural fep..tures above ~ 
scale of 3-4 nm resolution to avoid introducing unhecess.ary image ~tl
f~ts. The idealfilm should be of uniform thickness regar<lless of _the 
specimen topography and should not contribute to the apparent c,hew~al 
composition of the specimen or significantly modify the x-ray in'feAs1tY 

emitted from the sample. 

10.2. Thermal Evaporation 

Many metals and some inorganic insulators when heated bY one 
means or another in a vacuum begin tq evaporate rapidly into a Jll.OP

0
" 
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aton1ic state when their ten,perature has been raised sufficiently for the 
vapor pressure t? reach a value in excess of l3 13 (10 - 2 Torr1, The high 
temperatures which ·are necessary to pern1it the evaporation of the materials 
can be achieved by three different methods. 

(!!...!he r~stive bea.tiag ~hnigue~ electric current is used to heat a 
container made of a refractory material such as one of the metal oxides or a 
wire support made of a high-melting-point metal such as tungsten, molyb
denum, or tantalum. The material to be evaporated is placed in or on the 
container, which is gradually l1eated until the substance melts and 
evaporates. In the electric arc method an arc is struck between two 
conductors ieparatea by a few mllti'lneters. Rapid evaporation of the 
conductor surface ·occurs. This is th·e usual way by which some of the 
high-melting-point metals are evaporated. For most high-melting-point 
matenals such as tungsten, tantalum. and molybd.enum, the most effective 
\Vay of heating the subst_a-nce is to use .an electron beam. In this method the 
n1etal evapoJ;ant is the anode target and is heated by radiation from a 

I 
cathode maintained at 2-3 keV. Th•is is a very efficient means of heating, as 
the highest-teplperature region is- the va or- · . . · urface and not the 
ev ran sour ma er1 . An advantage is that the metal evaporant 1s 
deposited with very small grain size. Electron gun evaporation can also be 

J used for evaporating some of the lower-melting-point metals such as 

1 letchromium and plat~um which _have a very ~rnall parti~Le size. 
'4 We can conveniently con.s1der evaporation methods under two head-
ings, high- and low-vacuum techniques. 

10.2.1. High-Vac-uum Evaporation 

In this context high-vacuum is considered to be the range between 
10 µ,Pa and 100 mPa (~ID 7 10_ iorrJ. Iligh vacuum evaporation -
le~ are commonly used in electron m'icroscope laboratories. 

The formation of a thin film is .a complex process and ,,ar,9ceeds 
,through a series of well characterized steps: nucleation and coales~nce to 
fonn a continuous film. The first atom.s arriving -at the surface of the 
specimen will only stay there if they can diffuse.\ coJlide, and adhere to each 
Other_ on. the surface to fonn Jl%leation sites of a critical size. The stronger 
the btnd1n between. the adsotbe~ .a.toms and the substrate, the hi her the 
nucleation fr uency an the smaller are critical nuclei. Most biological 
and organic samples are ely to have variable binding energy, which 
Would res.ult in variation of critical nuclei across the surface, producing 
Uneven film deposition. For this reason precoating with carbon at low 
vacuu,n to cover the specimen with a homog~neous layer results in smaller 
e~~n-sized critic~.Ptucle_i when StJbseque1llly coated_ with_ metal. For ex.a1n~ 
Pe the nucleat10,1'dens1ty of gold can be substantiaJly increased by 5- 10 
nm carbon precoating. As deposition continues, the nucleation centers 
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Figure 10.4a. For111ation stages .of a thin film (fron1 Leaver and Chapm.an, b9Jt). 

grow in three dimensions to form. islands, which gradually coalesce ro give 
a continuous film (Figures l0,4a- 10.4e). The rate of continuous, fihp 
formation and tbe average thickness at which a given film b'ec1>me_s 
continuous are influenced by a large number of variables. These fnclude 
the nature of the evaporant and the subst(ate, the relative temperatures 0f 
the evaporant and substrates, the rate of deposition and final film tlii'clv
ness, and the surface topography of the specimen. 

10.2.1.1. The Apparatus 

There are foll[}asic.,reguirements for a high-vacuum evaporator. (~ 
should have high puriiping speeds ~t low as ressure to ensure that there Mi 

l 

I 
I 
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tf••· • I :r;. . , 

10 nm ~.~ a_e"' 
Figure 10.4b-e. Electron micrographs of ultrathin gold films evaporated al 6.05 nm/s . 
Thicknesses .are (b) I n.m, (c) 4 nm, (d) 6 nm, ~nd (e) 15 nm. (From Kazmerski and Racine 
1975.) , 

I 

a.~E~ rem_s,>~al of gase~ liberated from the evaporant source and specimen 
dunng coating. (2) There should be roioimum backstreaming into the 
coating chamber of vapors from the pumps. (3) The systein°sbou]d be 
readily taken a art for cleaning and maintenance. (4) Adequate provision ..fl~ 
should be made for e1ectrical connections for mu tiple evaporation schemes 
and sarn,ple manipulation . 

Most unit.s are pumped out using a diffusion pump backed by a rotary 
~~imp. The lar~er the throat size of the ~fusion pu.mp,,i.e., l~O mm versus 

1nm, tlie faster the um -do\vn tune va oration chamber 
although t ere wr only be a marginal improvement in the ultimat; 
Pressure which is obtained. Some units are equipped with turbomolecular 
Pumps backed by rotary pumps. Such units give faster pump-down times 
anct a cleaner vacuum, although the ultimate pressure is no better than that 
obtained using a diffusion pump. The rota,:¥, ~ump should be a two-stage 
Puinp capable of being ballasted. Gas balll~ihg is one of the most effective 
~ e ~-:::-::~~:-::---:-::--;:.-=-=-=----,..,,---,,_-;--ans of preventing vapor con · n atfon m a rotary ump. Tlie met!iod 
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consists ,)f leaking a s,mall quantity 0f air into the rotary pump during the 
compression cycle so that the exhausted vapor is mixed with a noncondens·
able gas. Th.is decreases the compression necessary lo r.aise the exhaust 

' 
valve and prevents vapor condensation. Rotary pump vap.or condensatip,n -- -can also be decreased by raising· the pump temperature and by placrng a 
desiccant such as P20 5 in the exhaust lrne. l o avoid backst.-eaming, the 
system shou@ n0t be pu1nped b"eto\V 10 Pa "'{10.;. 1 Torr) on the rotary p.Qm°p -
.t:lone. 'The rot . should not be eichausted intQ the la'borato b'ut.,.._ 
vented into a fun1e cup boar - · uts~ e. There se·ems little necessi'ty 
t6 resort o ion pumps, subli ·a ion pumps, or exotic cryopumping systems, 
as ultrahigh vacuum (130 nPa to 130 pPa) is not required for the con1mon1y 
used evaporation n1etbods. 

Whatever system is used it is necessary to ensure that the backing anM: 
roughing li.nes from the pumping unit to the chamber are fitte-d with baffle.s ·~ 
and/ or an activated alumina foreline trap to miriimize backstreaming •Cilf 
pump oil. Waler-cooled baffles are quite effective, although liquid-nitr0gefi 
baffles are better. A liquid-nitrogen trap in the roughing line will minim12e 
djffusion of forepump oil into the evaporation chamber during roughing 
operations and maintain the forepressure of a diffusion pun1p at approxi
mately IO mPa. J t is also useful to have a liquid-nitrogen trap above 'tbei 
diffusion pum.p betw·een it and the coating chamber. Care should be taken 
lo nole where the vacuum pressuTe is read in the system..,Jf the pressure j ~ -r ad near the umps it is like! to be te1 · · s bet-ter than that fruind in -the: 
eyaporatipp_charn~ . e evaporation chamber should be made of glass 
and as sn1all as is convenient for the work to be carried Ollt. A safety guat,d 
should be fitted over the evaporation chamber to minimize danger from 
implosion fragments. The chamber should contain at least four sets of 

--el.ectrical co_nnections to allow evaporation of two different materials, 
speeimi:;n rotation and tn1n-filn1 1neasurement. '('be electric power for the · 
evaporation sources should &e variable, and it ts useful lo have a pusb04li
ton control to allow max,i1num power to be applied in short bursts. The unit 
should be brought up to atmospheric pressure by means of a controllable 
needle valve which can be co.nnected lo a dry inert gas. 

10.2.1.2. Choice of Evaporant 

The choice of material to be evaporated and the manner by \Vhich it fs 
' to b e applied is very dependent on the particular a:pplieation in hand. A 

~abulation 0f selecte'd e,lements and their properties, which are useful fo:p 
coatings, js listed in Table1,~ . I l of the ?ata base, Ch_apter 14 .. For mos.t 
SEM work, gold, gold-palla~um, or pla.tiilum-carb.on 1s used. Silver has.-a 
high secondary-electron coefficient and is one of best substances for 
fa ithfully following the surface contours. Unfortuoately silver suffers from 
the disadvantages that ii easily tarnishes and has a larger grain size th;:tn 

r 

l 
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other metals. Gold has a high secondary emission, is easily evaporated from 
tungsten wire, but has a tendency to _grai_niness and a$glomerates during 
coating, re uirin° a thicker coating layer to ensure a continuous film. A 
60:40 gold-palladju·m a oy or pa a 1um alone shows less granu anty tl1an 
,gold and yields one of the thinnest continuous films. Unfortunately both 
roetals easily alloy with the l ·. 0 h older. Platinum catboo when evapo-,,---
r e simultaneously produces a fine grain size bu.t of rather low conductiv-
.it; Maeki and Benok1 (1977) 'have found that low-angle (.--,30°) shadowing 
of specimens with evaporated chromium before carbon and g0ld
paUailium coating improves the image of sainples examined in the SEM. 
T1!_e finest ,granularity is obtained frbn1 high-melting-point metals, but they 
~~ only be evaporated with elecjron beam beaters. Figure$ 10.5 and 10.6 

I 

!l 

0·5 fJ rn 

f igure 10.5. Cleaned diatoin frus tules coa ted with 10 nm of different metaJs and ex.amined al 
20 keV. (a ) gold; (b) aluminum: (c) copper: '(\!) silver: (e) chro mium : (f) gold- palladium ; (gl 
Lilanium; (h) lin ; (i) ciaJcium. 
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Fl ure 10_6 _ Polystyrene latex spheres· 0.109 µmi~ dia·.metcr coate~ with 10 _nm of clff{~::~ 
gal d . ed a· t 20 keV (a) gold· (b) alumtnum; (c) copper • (d) silver. (e-) ch.p,,m 01e1· s a,n exam 1n · . , . . 

(f) gold-palladium: (g) titanium; (h) tin ; (t) calc.1um. 

. . f . f the metal thin fiilms Show the differences 1n surface features o. some O , r· ... aw. 
1 " I f thumb'' 0'.11 x-~· :i: applied to nonconducting samples. T ~ u~ua rue o ' . -::--ent 

. . · · · Id.in stable s ecJmen eurr~, microanalysis ts that the th·1nnest coat~g yie g . the les.s 
an x-ray flux: 1s esired. ~ • 1s true since the _inner the ~oating, ~ . . . 
x:ray· absorption within it and the less tfie ener · · los~ o e · · ·tiu' 
electron . eam entering the s ecimen. Furthermore, the t~1nn.er :e;Qa: go'fi 
the sma er w1 . e e excitation o_f x-rays from the co:at1~g-it-:0 . . ef;ctro:11 
and gold-palladium coatings, which are often used m scan g teristlG 
microscopy to provide enough secondary electron f1ux, . the charac li,r);S 
and/or conHnuum radiation produced could interfere with the x-ray 

• 

• 
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of interest. Particular problems can occur if the element of interest is 
present in small or trace an1ounts~ The usual thicknesses l!sed range 
bet ween 5 and 50 nm (50 and 500 A). For 5-10-nm (50-100-A) films of 
carbon, aluminum, gold, and gold-:palladiwri,-ilie ene1gy h,ss_of tlie pri
mary beam appears to be of sn1all conse uence even at low nominal 

, vo ages. , an ackscattered electrons obtained from the 
specimen could excite x~ray radiati'on from the film. This process may be 
pa,rticularly. serious for gold and gold- palladium coatings on specimens 
with average atomic numbers greater than 10. 

,~ Examination o'f i:pass _aitenuation coefficients ( µ/ p) shows that for 
)(-ray lines from 8 to 40 A, aiuminum is lowest of all four, followed in order 

• by carbon, gold, and gold- palladium. In the region below 8 A, the carbon 
( µ,/ p,) value is lower than those for aluminum, gold, and gold-palladium. 
ffowever, gold is best when electrical and thermal conductivities are 
considered, with aluminum about one-thrrd as good, and carbon poor. It -would seem that, for general pur oses, aluminum is favored by its physical 
properties for use wit x-ray lines of 0.8- 4 nm (8-40 A), while car on · 
ftvored outside this region. 

Most of the commonly used evaporants are available in the form of 
)Y.ir.e: It is recommended that thick wire, i.e., 0.5.- 1.0 mm is used, as sborf 
pieces can be easily looped over th.e appropriate refractory wire. Substances 
not av~ilable in wire form are av~ilable 'l,~:POtvders or chips and can be 
c0nvenJeatly evaporated from refracto.ry cfflc~les or from boats made of 
high-mel ting-point metals. Care should be taken to ensure that lhe 
evaporant does not alloy or form compounds with the refractory. Most 
metals with a: melting point below 2000 K can be evaporated from a 
support wire or boat made from a refractory metal such as tungste·n. 
1nolybdenum, or tantalum. Such supports should be good electrical conduc
tors, have a very low vapor pressure, and be me'chanrcally stable. 

10.2.1.3. Evaporation Techniques 

When a pressure of about 10 rnPa has been reached, the refractory 
Support wire and, \Vbere appropriate, the carbon rods, can be heated to a 
dull red color. Gentle heaOng will cause a sharp rise in the vacuum pressure 
brought about by outgassing and removal of residual cont-amination. Once 
the outgassing is completed, the current is turned down and pumping 
continued. If a carbon coating is to be applied lo the specimen before metal 
t:oating, this is best done at a pressure of about 10 mPa. 

Du.ring coating the specimens are rotated and tilled to give an even 
coating on all surfaces. Following the deposition of the carb·on layer the 
Vacuum pressure is decreased to a pressure between 1.0 mPa and 100 µ.Pa. 
An electric current 1nay now be passed through the tungsten wire holding 
1he 1netal to be evaporated. This ·.should be done carefully and i.t is best to 
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gradually increase the current u11til the tungsten wire just begins to glqw 
and then back off a small amount. This allows the metal evaporant to beat 
up slowly and melt as the tungsten wire current is slowly increased. 

The metals commonly used in evaporation form a molten sphere.in tl:ie 
V of the tungsten wire. T his stage should be allowed to remain for a few, 
moments to remove any residual contamination. The current should th.en 
be further increased until the sphere of molten metai appears ·to shimtnei')<, 

" otate. · . · pomt is reached evaporation as s ar e ;m · · •. e· 
shutter may be opened to expose the rotating specimen to the evaporati0n 
source. In order to. achieve a uniform coating on complexly sculptured 

' 
specimens it is. essential that they be rotated rapidly (6-8 rps) during 
C.oating. The ideal arrangement is to rotate the specimen in a planet~ 
motion while continuously tilting it through 180°. Th-is slow he:ai.tirrg, 
melting, and evaporation of the metal evaporant is most important, and 
more particularly so with aluminu1n which all-oys with tungsten. If Ute 
source is heated too rapidly the metal evaporant melts at its point oi· 
contact with the tungsten wire and falls off. However, the speed of coa:tiirtg/ 
1s tm · · ood qualify, and the faster the speed 0f 
evaporation the finer the structure of the layer. 1s op 1ma 
~eating must be balanced against the higher thermal output from the 
source, and the increas.ed chance of the wire support alloying w.it;h the 
substrate and 1nelting. The thickness of tbe evaporat!;ld film ma~ be 
measured by a number of different techniques which will be deseri~ed 
later, the most convenient of which is a quartz crystal thin-film mQni,t0r 
mounted inside the vacuum chamber. The thickness deposited also dep,elltis 
on the particular specimen being studied and the type of inforrn·a:tion 
required from the sample. It has usually been considered necessary to apply, 
sufficient metal to give a continuous film since it bas been assumed that 
only a continuous film would form a surface conductive layer on a 
nonconductive sample. Although the p.bysical nature of charge transpor t in 
particulate filn1s is not clearly understood, recent work suggests that partie
ulate layers may be a useful method for SEM specimens because discontin
uous metal films exhibit a significant de conductivity. Paulson and Pteice 
(1972) have snown tnat discontinuous films can conduct a limited cl)l:I;t!tlt 
by electron tunneling_ between evaporated i~land structures and suggest fhl!:t' 
such discontinuou~ films may be useful for the examination of noncoiielli<t-
tive specimens viewed at very low current. Specimens have been ~0uccess~ 
fully examined at 20 keV which have only been coated with 2.5 nm of go'!'d 
(Figure l 0. 7). 

The color of the layer on a white card or glass slide can give a qu:ic~ 
practical estimate of thickness. For most specimens a carbon layer visible 
a!) a chocolate color and a gold layer which is a reddish-bronze coio.r ~ 
~effected Hght and blue-green to transmitted light will be sufficient. F~ 
aluminum coating .suthcrent metal 1s deposited when the layer is a de.eP 1 
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:,~~ure 10.7. C~eaned diatorir frusLules coated by evaporation, with increasing thickness of 
~ . d. (,t) 2.5 n1n, (~) 5.0 nn1; (c) 10 nm; (d) 20 nm; (e) 50.n.ni: (f) 1.00 nm and examined in the 
second d f · 0 . . .. ary mo e o opera llon at 3 kV. Note that the very thrn layers give optimal informa-
l ion, wherea~ the thicker layers obsaure the specimen surface. · 


